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Shakin’ My Head 
Real GDP rose at a 1.9% annual rate in the initial estimate for 

4Q16, with the headline growth figure held down by a wider 
trade deficit.  That does not mean that foreign trade is a drag on 
the U.S. economy.  President Trump has inherited an economy 
that is in good shape.  However, the federal budget situation, 
manageable right now, is set to become more troublesome in 
the years ahead – and that is before tax cuts and any additional 
spending on defense and infrastructure. 
 

Inventories and foreign trade account for more than their fair 
share of volatility in quarterly GDP figures.  Private Domestic 
Final Purchases (PDFP), which exclude net exports and the 
change in inventories, is the best measure of underlying 
domestic demand.  PDFP rose at a 2.8% annual rate in the 
advance estimate for 4Q16 (+2.4% y/y).  Inventory growth 
picked up further, adding a full percentage point to headline 
GDP growth.  Net exports subtracted 1.7 percentage points.  
Soybean exports (mostly going to Mexico and China) surged in 
3Q16 and only partly unwound in 4Q16.  Imports, which have a 
negative sign in the GDP calculation, rose at an 8.3% annual 
rate, subtracting 1.2 percentage points from GDP growth.  That 
is a sign of strength in the domestic economy, not weakness.  

  
Much has happened since the new administration has hit the 

ground.  Rather than prioritizing the many things they want to 
accomplish, they will try to do everything at once.  This leaves 
Washington observers struggling to keep up.  There is a lot of 
confusion about how it all works.  While some have teeth, most 
of the recently issued executive orders are merely guidelines for 
what President Trump wants Congress to do (for example, 
Congress has to allocate spending to build the wall). 
 

As many have noted, a misstep on foreign trade remains one 
of the biggest potential risks for the new administration.  Trump 
was expected to moderate his rhetoric once in office and the 

business leaders surrounding him were expected to educate him 
on the importance of trade to the U.S. and global economies.  
To the horror of trade experts, none of that is happening.  
Seventy years of global economic progress appears poised to be 
turned on its head in just under a week. 
 

Trump shares many of the public’s misconceptions on trade.  
It is not a zero-sum game.  While there are winners and losers 
with global trade, the U.S. and its partners are better off overall.  
When NAFTA was proposed, supporters and opponents squared 
off on the implications for jobs, debating whether it would add 
or subtract jobs.  Most economists would say neither.  
Employment would likely be little changed.  It’s the type of jobs 
that would differ.  Shed the low-end stuff and replace it with 
higher-end jobs.  We have struggled with the replacement part, 
to be sure, but half of the manufacturing jobs lost over the last 
15 years have been due to technology improvements.   
 

  
The Congressional Budget Office released revised projections 

last week.  Based on current law, the federal budget deficit is set 
to hit $1 trillion in just six years, reflecting increased spending 
on entitlements and interest payments.  Note that if we leave 
entitlements and defense spending unchanged (you can’t do 
anything about interest payments), you could cut everything 
else to zero and still have a deficit.  If you want to cut taxes and 
boost defense spending, the deficit will rise more rapidly. 
 

When the federal budget deficit hit $1.4 trillion (10% of GDP) 
in FY09, we noted that the increase was due to the severity of 
the recession.  The budget deficit was really a long-term 
problem, and that’s still the case, but strains getting are closer. 
 

A showdown with China seems inevitable, but the Trump 
administration has chosen to go after Mexico first.  Mexico is 
seen as a weak negotiator and will serve as an example to follow 
(this is what we are told).  Yet, U.S. consumers and businesses 
will end up paying the bulk of any increase in tariffs.   
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Treasury Yields Dollar Equities 

 13-wk 26-wk 52-wk 2-yr 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr 30-yr $/Euro $/BP JY/$ CD/$ NASD SPX DJIA 

12/30/16 0.51 0.62 0.85 1.20 1.47 1.93 2.45 3.06 1.055 1.234 116.78 1.343 5383.12 2238.83 19762.60 
1/20/17 0.51 0.59 0.79 1.16 1.43 1.88 2.41 2.99 1.063 1.232 115.30 1.332 5555.33 2271.31 19827.25 
1/27/17 0.52 0.63 0.79 1.22 1.48 1.95 2.49 3.07 1.070 1.255 115.11 1.313 5655.03 2294.69 20093.78 

 

Recent Economic Data and Outlook 
The headline GDP figure was close to expectations, but investors 
remained focused on the Twitterer in Chief.  A flurry of executive 
orders, most of which did little more than point the direction he 
wants Congress to take, added some confusion for market 
participants (who remain generally optimistic despite the strange 
focus on crowd sizes and nonexistent voter fraud).  Trade tensions 
escalated with Mexico, but the market’s reaction seemed 
underwhelming (relative to the risk of a major misstep). 
 

 
 
Real GDP rose at a 1.9% annual rate in the advance estimate for 
4Q16 (+1.9% y/y).  Consumer spending rose at a 2.5% pace 
(+2.8% y/y).  Business fixed investment rose 2.4% (+0.3% y/y).  
Residential fixed investment rose 10.2% (+1.2% y/y), adding 0.4 
percentage point to overall GDP growth.  Government rose 1.2% 
(federal -3.6%, state & local +2.3%).  Inventories rose more than 
expected, adding a full percentage point to GDP growth.  Net 
exports subtracted 1.7 percentage points (exports -0.5, imports 
-1.2).  Private Domestic Final Sales (GDP less inventories and 
foreign trade, or equivalently, consumer spending plus business 
fixed investment plus residential investment), the preferred 
measure of underlying domestic demand, rose at a 2.8% annual 
rate (+2.4% y/y).  The PCE Price Index rose at a 2.2% annual rate 
(+1.5% y/y), up 1.3% ex-food & energy (+1.7% y/y). 
 
The Congressional Budget Office is expecting, based on current 
law (that is, before tax cuts and added infrastructure spending), 
a $559 billion federal budget deficit in FY17 (or 2.9% of GDP).  
However, the deficit is expected to reach $1 trillion (4.2% of 
GDP) in just six years, reflecting increases in entitlement 
spending (Social Security, Medicare) and interest payments. 
 
Durable Goods Orders fell 0.4% in December, reflecting a 63.9% 
drop in military aircraft (which had doubled in the previous 
month).  Civilian aircraft orders rose 42.4% (vs. -80.4% in 

November), less than suggested by the large gain reported 
earlier by Boeing.  Ex-transportation, orders rose 0.5% (down 
0.3% for the year as a whole).  Orders for nondefense capital 
goods ex-aircraft rose 0.8%, a +4.7% annual rate in 4Q16 (vs. 
+4.8% in 3Q16 and -6.5% in 2Q16).  Shipments for this category 
rose 1.0%, a +3.2% annual rate in 4Q16 (vs. -3.9% in 3Q16). 
 
New Home Sales fell 10.4% (±12.2%) in December, to a 536,000 
seasonally adjusted annual rate (-0.4%).  The initial increase in 
mortgage rates may have pulled some sales forward (as those 
on the fence are prompted into action), but it’s hard to say as 
these data are reported with a huge amount of uncertainty. 
 
Existing Home Sales fell 2.8% in December, to a 5.49 million 
annual rate (following a pickup in November, likely related to 
the rise in home mortgage rates).  The National Association of 
Realtors noted that affordability issues (higher prices, higher 
mortgage rates) were compounded by lean inventories of 
homes for sale. 
 
The Index of Leading Economic Indicators rose 0.5% in 
December.  Positive contributions were led by a steep yield 
curve and higher stock prices. 
 
The Chicago Fed National Activity Index, a composite of 85 
economic indicators, rose to 0.14 in December, from -0.33 in 
November.  At -0.07, the three-month average was consistent 
with economic growth slightly below its long-term trend. 
 

Economic Outlook (1Q17): GDP growth near a 2.0% annual rate. 
 
Employment:  The pace of job gains has slowed (still moderately 
strong), likely reflecting tighter job market conditions.  
Consumers:  Job growth and moderate wage increases are 
supportive for consumer spending, but real wage growth is 
slowing as lower gasoline prices fade.  Higher rents and medical 
care have been a restraint for middle income households.  
Manufacturing:  Mixed across sectors, but relatively lackluster 
overall.  A strong dollar makes it more difficult for U.S. 
exporters, but helps firms that import raw materials.  Trade 
disputes could interrupt supply chains.  
Housing/Construction:  Job growth has remained supportive, 
but higher home prices and rising mortgage rates are a restraint 
for first-time buyers.  Tax cuts are expected to help fuel the 
demand for vacation homes and second homes in 2017.  
Prices:  Ex-food & energy, the PCE Price Index has continued to 
trend below the Fed’s 2% target.  There is little inflation in 
consumer goods.  Inflation in consumer services has been 
boosted by higher rents.  Wage gains are moderate, but rising. 

Interest Rates:  The Fed remains in tightening mode, but is 
expected to proceed cautiously as it normalizes policy.   
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This Week:     forecast last last –1 comments 
         Monday 1/30 8:30 Personal Income Dec +0.3% 0.0% +0.5% some shift into January 
   Personal Spending  +0.4% +0.2% +0.4% gains in autos and home heating 
   PCE Price Index  +0.2% 0.0% +0.1% core CPI rose 0.230% 
  10:00 Pending Home Sales Index Dec +0.2% -2.5% +0.1% are higher mortgage rates a restraint? 
         Tuesday 1/31 8:30 Employment Cost Index 4Q16 +0.6% +0.6% +0.6% income shift into 1Q17 may distort 
      year-over-year  +2.4% +2.3% +2.3% a moderate trend 
  9:45 Chicago Business Barometer Jan 54.8 54.6 57.6 moderate 
  10:00 CB Consumer Confidence Jan 114.2 113.7 109.4 big jump in Dec, watch for revisions 
         Wednesday 2/01 8:15 ADP Payroll Estimate, th. Jan +170 +153 +215 seasonal adjustment is large in January 
  10:00 Construction Spending Dec NF +0.9% +0.6% minor implications for GDP revisions 
  10:00 ISM Manf. Index Jan 54.2 54.7 53.2 moderate 
  2:00 FOMC Policy Statement     no change, no Yellen press conference 
  tbd Motor Vehicle Sales, mln Jan 17.9 18.3 17.7 some moderation expected 
     domestically built  13.9 14.2 13.8 still relatively strong 
         Thursday 2/02 8:30 Jobless Claims, th. 1/28 250 259 237 still trending low 
  8:30 NF Productivity (prelim.) 4Q16 +0.9% +3.1% -0.2% nonfarm business GDP rose 2.2% 
   Unit Labor Costs  +1.5% +0.7% +6.2% uneven, but increased upward pressure 
         Friday 2/03 8:30 Nonfarm Payrolls, th. Jan +170 +156 +204 annual benchmark revisions due 
     private-sector  +180 +144 +198 a lot fewer seasonal layoffs this year 
   Unemployment Rate  4.7% 4.7% 4.6% seen steady 
     employment/population  59.7% 59.7% 59.7 little changed 
   Avg. Weekly Hours  34.3 34.3 34.3 steady 
   Avg. Hourly Earnings  +0.3 +0.4% -0.1% wage pressures building gradually 
  10:00 Factory Orders Dec NF -2.4% +2.8% durable goods orders reported at -0.4% 
  10:00 ISM Non-Manf. Index Jan 56.6 57.2 57.2 moderately strong 
         Next Week:         
         Sunday 2/05 6:30 Super Bowl LI     Patriots (14-2) vs. Falcons (11-5) 
         Monday 2/06  no significant data     Aaron Burr, Sir (b. 1756) 
         Tuesday 2/07 8:30 Trade Balance, $bln Dec -44.8 -45.2 -42.4 seen slightly narrower 
      goods only  -66.3 -66.6 -63.2 higher imports and exports 
  10:00 JOLTS: hiring rate Dec NF 3.9 3.9 trending flat 
   JOLTS: quit rate  NF 2.4 2.3 only slightly higher than a year ago 
  1:00 Treasury Note Auction     3-year notes 
         Wednesday 2/08 1:00 Treasury Note Auction     10-year notes 
         Thursday 2/09 8:30 Jobless Claims, th. 2/04 248 250 259 still trending low 
  1:00 Treasury Bond Auction     30-year bonds 
         Friday 2/10 8:30 Import Prices Jan NF +0.4 -0.2 oil prices account for most of the volatility 
     ex-food & fuels  NF -0.1 -0.1 trending lower 
  10:00 UM Consumer Sentiment  97.8 98.5 98.2 some modest pullback likely 

  

This Week… 
Over the last several weeks, investors have dismissed most of 
the economic data reports.  However, the labor market data 
have implications for monetary policy.  Weekly figures show a 
much smaller seasonal spike in unadjusted jobless claims this 
year, which should result in a relatively strong gain in seasonally 
adjusted nonfarm payrolls.  Annual benchmark revisions are 
due, but they shouldn’t change the picture by much.  The Fed is 
expected to hold rates steady.  There is no Yellen press 
conference.  Chinese markets are on holiday until Friday. 

Monday 
Personal Income and Spending (December) – Quarterly figures 
were included in the advance GDP report.  Normally, some 
personal income will be shifted forward when individuals expect 
personal tax rates to drop.  However, the quarterly data do not 
suggest that was the case. 
 

Pending Home Sales Index (December) – Existing home sales have 
been restrained by a lack of supply and affordability issues 
(higher prices, higher mortgage rates).  The situation is unlikely 
to turn around significantly in early 2017. 

Tuesday 
Employment Cost Index (4Q16) – The ECI is the best measure of 
labor cost pressures (although one still has to adjust for 
productivity improvements to gauge the degree of inflation 
pressure).  Figures for the final three months of 2016 are likely 
to be distorted (as bonuses were deferred to 2017 to take 
advantage of an expected drop in tax rates). 
 
Chicago Business Barometer (January) – The Chicago Purchasing 
Managers Index has been quirky over the last year, but we’re 
likely to see a reflection of moderate strength into early 2017. 
 
Conference Board Consumer Confidence (January) – Improving 
job market perceptions should be a key driver.  
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Wednesday 
ADP Payroll Estimate (January) – Seasonal adjustment is difficult 
at the start of the year, but we should see another moderately 
strong gain in private-sector payrolls. 
 
ISM Manufacturing Index (January) – The headline figure is likely 
to remain moderately strong, but there is some upside 
potential.  Watch new orders and employment.  

  
FOMC Policy Decision – This FOMC meeting should be 
uneventful.  There is no Yellen press conference and officials will 
not be submitting revised economic projections (no new dot 
plot).  There will be no change in rates and no shift in the Fed’s 
reinvestment policy (which is likely several months away still).  
The wording of the policy statement should be little changed 
from that of mid-December.  However, investors will want to 
pay attention just in case we get some guidance about the 
expected pace in the months ahead. 
 
Motor Vehicle Sales (January) – Sales surprised to the upside in 
December, but that may be difficult to repeat as the underlying 
trend is expected to settle at a sustainable pace. 

Thursday 
Jobless Claims (week ending January 28) – Unadjusted claims 
spike into the early part of the year, but the recent peak has 
been more muted than in recent years (less seasonal hiring 
means fewer seasonal layoffs).  

  

Productivity (4Q16, preliminary) – Nonfarm business GDP rose at 
a 2.2% annual rate, while aggregate hours rose at a 1.3% pace.  
Quarterly productivity figures are erratic, but the underlying 
trend has been unusually soft in recent years (but much better 
for the less-distorted nonfinancial corporate sector). 

Friday 
Employment Report (January) – The establishment survey data 
(payrolls, hours, wages) will be subject to annual benchmark 
revisions.  In September, the BLS estimated that the March 2016 
level of payrolls would be lowered by 150,000 (-0.1%), which is 
small by historical standards.  Prior to seasonal adjustment, we 
can expect to lose more than 2.8 million jobs each January.  
Seems a little silly to worry about the nearest 30,000 or so in the 
adjusted figure.  Average hourly earnings are expected to have 
risen moderately (but watch for revisions).  

  
Factory Orders (December) – Boeing reported a sharp rise in 
aircraft orders, but these did not show up in the government 
data (December aircraft figures are very quirky), leaving durable 
goods orders down 0.4%.  Higher oil prices should boost orders 
for nondurables, leaving factory orders about flat. 
 
ISM Non-Manufacturing Index (January) – Likely to remain 
moderately strong. 
 

Next Week … 
A sparse week for economic data. 
 

Coming Events and Data Releases 

February 15 Consumer Price Index (January) 
Retail Sales (January) 
Industrial Production (January) 

February 20 Presidents Day (markets closed) 

mid-Feb (tbd) Yellen Monetary Policy Testimony 

March 10 Employment Report (February) 

March 15 FOMC Policy Decision, Yellen press conference 

May 3 FOMC Policy Decision (no press conference) 

June 14 FOMC Policy Decision, Yellen press conference 
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